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The VAT exemption –
hitting a moving target

What was affecting us last year?
Why focus on exemption?
BEPS – it hasn’t gone away
Disruptive technologies – now more prevalent than ever
So why back to basics?
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The FSI VAT exemptions
What are we experiencing?
Case law
Further disparity between Tax Authorities’ positions
Knock-on impact of the financial crisis
Emphasis on risk and compliance
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Insurance

• Second hand breakdown warranties considered as insurance and exempt from VAT under art 135.1
EC/2006/112.
• Mapfre Asistencia and Mapfre Warrant SpA (Case C-584-13)

•

Tribunal dismissal of Riskstop Consulting appeal as risk assessment services were considered
subcontracted and not within scope of exemption (Item 4, group 2, schedule 9 VATA 1994 and art 135(1)
EC/2006/112).

•

Riskstop Consulting Ltd v HMRC [2015] UKFTT 469
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Payment Processing
New Battles: Bookit II and NEC
• Payments into and out of pension schemes (moving money)
• ATP Pension Service (Case C-464/12)

• Processing retail payments (ticket cases)
• Bookit v HMRC [2014] UKFTT 856 (“Bookit II”),
• Way Ahead Group Ltd v HMRC [2014] UKFTT 178
• National Exhibition Centre v HMRC [2015] UKUT 23
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Investment Management
Challenges of evolving case law
• Treatment of management of defined contribution pension schemes
• ATP PensionService (Case C-464/12)

• Change in taxable status of fees charged for services of property and asset management investment in
property to be exempt from VAT.
• Fiscale Eenheid X (case C-595/13)

• Where does this leave us?

• More to follow shortly
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Skandia
Potential Policy Developments

A long time…
CJEU Judgment
(Sept 2014)

MS Reactions

VAT Expert Group

Guidance issued
by BE, CZ, HU, UK

Q2 2015
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Established
Working Group

Adopted Report
(Sept 2015)

VAT Committee

Will Consider VEG
Report (October
2015)

Q4 2015

May make
recommendations
for legislative
change to
Commission

MS Reactions

Expecting further
developments once
VAT Committee
reports

Q2 2016?

Skandia
Revenue & Customs Brief 18 (30 October 2015)
• From 1 January 2016, charges between a UK establishment and an overseas
establishment of the same entity will be treated as ‘supplies’ if:
− the overseas establishment is a member of a VAT group
− the Member State operates ‘Swedish-style’ VAT grouping; and
− the Member State has ‘implemented’ Skandia
• HMRC have set out preliminary views of which countries they expect to be
classified as 'Swedish-style' and 'UK-style'
− These are not conclusive and the burden is on taxpayers to confirm
with local tax authorities
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Skandia
Revenue & Customs Brief 18 (2015)
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‘UK-style’

Administrative

No VAT grouping

‘Swedish-style’

Uncertain

NO CHANGE

NO CHANGE

NO CHANGE

CHANGE

QUERY

Austria
Ireland
UK

Italy
Romania
Spain (basic)

Bulgaria
Croatia
France
Greece
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Malta
Poland
Portugal
Slovenia

Belgium
Czech Republic
Denmark
Estonia
Hungary
Latvia
Slovakia
Spain (advanced)
Sweden

Cyprus
Finland
Germany
Netherlands

Whole entity
included within the
VAT group
FCE Bank and UK
anti-avoidance apply

Not recognised as
VAT groups under
UK rules
FCE Bank and UK
anti-avoidance apply

Local establishment
can form part of the
UK VAT group
FCE Bank and UK
anti-avoidance apply

Overseas VAT group
separate taxable
person from UK
establishment
Charges to / from
establishments will
represent supplies
for VAT purposes if
Skandia has been
implemented locally

HMRC unable to
verify the position
of the local
Member State

Skandia
Impact
• Reverse charge will be due on charges for taxable supplies between
establishments of the same legal entity, generating an additional VAT cost

• Valuation of charges between establishments not previously considered for VAT
– now new / additional transfer pricing interactions
• Does the existing PESM (partial exemption special method) cover new supplies
and input tax? (interaction with Credit Lyonnais)
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The Future
• Crystal ball gazing: a health warning!
• A new legislative code is off the table
• The role of the CJEU: balancing doctrinal purity, pragmatism and the state of Europe’s
finances
• Drawing a robust line: is this really feasible?
• The world in 2020: continuing uncertainty and new technology (“ApplePay”); mobile
payments could be worth $100bn+
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A look ahead
Expected CJEU cases
•

BRE Ubezpieczenia (C-40/15) – claims handling

•

DNB Banka (C-210/04) – cost sharing exemption

•

EC v Luxembourg (C-274/15) – cost sharing exemption

•

Kriessparkassen Wiedenbrueck (C-186/15) – partial exemption methods and rounding

•

Lajver (C- 263/15) – ‘modest fees’ and non business activity

•

National Exhibition Centre (C-130/15) – payment processing

•

WebMindLicences (C-419/14) – abuse of law
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Partial
Exemption

Partial Exemption
HMRC Challenges
• A lot of activity and tension when discussing partial exemption methods with HMRC
• HMRC challenging businesses
-

Standard method comparisons

-

Justify the PESM which has already been agreed

•

HMRC taking the view that the standard method is the correct method to apply unless a special method
produces a substantially more accurate result.

•

Reliance on Baumarkt?
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Partial Exemption
Fair and reasonable
‘I hereby declare that to the best of my knowledge and belief, the proposed special method fairly and
reasonably represents the extent to which goods or services are used or to be used in making taxable
supplies.’ Appendix 1 HMRC VAT Notice 706
• Has HMRC’s view shifted?
• Are we moving away from the fair and reasonable methods?

• What do we do in these circumstances?
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Special Methods

16
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Country

Do local Tax Authorities
implement special methods?

Changes over the past 3 years?

Other information pertaining to
special methods

Belgium

Yes- value based calculations most
common but special methods are
possible.

No change. Tax Authorities generally
constructive, helpful and receptive to new
methods.

Must be objective and neutral and they
are required to inform the Tax
Authorities. Permission for special
method not required in advance.

Cyprus

Law applies standard method based on
turnover; however special methods can
be used, subject to prior approval.

No change over the past 3 years.
Special methods have always been
examined on a case by case basis taking
into account the relevant circumstances.

Permission to use special method has to
be obtained in advance from the
Authorities. Tax Authorities are generally
open to applying special methods (e.g.
floor space basis) as long as these are
more reasonable and fair than the
standard method.

Denmark

No – but guidelines have been issued for
calculating “turnover” in banking &
mortgage credit and life/pension &
insurance sectors

Guidelines for “turnover” calculation have
been expanded to include calculation of
turnover in 3rd countries

Ongoing debate on the method of
calculating banking sector turnover in
terms of the concept of net interest.

France

Yes

Increased stringency from Tax
Authorities i.e. more audits.

Where a company runs very different
activities there is an obligation to apply
sectorisation to method - no permission
required.

Germany

Yes

No change. Input VAT recovery for
German banks is a difficult issue.

Principle of economic attribution (direct
attribution to the extent possible)
combined with “modified” pro-rata
applied to residual input VAT (e.g.
interest margins for financial services or
floor space allocation for real estate)
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Ireland

Generally most businesses use a turnover based method but any reasonable
method is permitted.

Recent difficulties for partially exempt
businesses outside of financial service
industry.

Asset location for fund management.
Permission for special method not
required in advance.

Luxembourg

Yes

Use primarily of “direct allocation”
method or special pro rata method. The
general pro-rata calculated on the basis
of the turnover should, as of 2013, be
used as a method for deducting input
VAT incurred on overhead expenses.

The special pro-rata method must
guarantee a more precise determination
of the deductible proportion taking into
account the actual use of purchased
goods and services.

Netherlands

Law applies standard method. However,
in practice special methods can be
applied on a case by case basis.

Permission for special methods has
always been difficult. Tax Authorities
remain keen to stress that they are one
off agreements.

Floorspace allocation method permitted
for real estate. Transaction count
recovery calculation possible.

Spain

Yes

Increased stringency from Tax
Authorities.

Most taxpayers in a repayment position
are subject to tax audit before
repayment.

UK

Yes

Significantly more difficult to agree –
although this may be changing.

Banco Mais used as a general pushback.
Worked examples necessary prior to
approval.

Le Credit Lyonnais
Reactions across the EU
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Le Credit Lyonnais
Factual Background
The case of Le Credit Lyonnais (Case C -388/11) (“LCL”) concerned the deductible portion
of VAT applicable to the head office – and whether the income of overseas branches should be
included in the calculation.
• Credit Lyonnais (CL) was assessed by French Tax Authorities because it had included interest
earned on loans granted by its head office to its branches abroad in the numerator and
denominator of the deductible percentage of its input VAT.
• CL argued income generated by branches from third parties must be its income and should be
included.

• French Tax Authorities asked for a reference to the CJEU concerning the calculation of the
VAT deductible percentage of the bank and how to compute the pro-rata for a bank’s branches
abroad bearing in mind the principle of fiscal neutrality.
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Le Credit Lyonnais
Key points
• Territoriality Principle - the calculation of recoverable input VAT must fall within the scope of
the national VAT legislation
• A company may not take into account the turnover of its branches established in other
Member States or third States - the Directive does not permit a Member State to allow a
taxpayer to take into account the turnover of a branch established overseas.

• The concept of “sectors of business” refers not to geographic areas but to different forms of
economic activities
• In the course of its intervention in the case, the UK pointed out that EU law permitted Member
States to take account of the activities of foreign branches where input VAT can be attributed
to their activities.
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Le Credit Lyonnais
CJEU decision
• In determining the deductible percentage of VAT, a company situated in a Member State may not take into
account the turnover of its branches established in another Member State or outside the EU.
• In relation to special method calculations, a Member State may not authorise a company to take into
account the turnover of a branch established in another Member State or outside the EU.
• No ‘harmonised’ practice in the EU with respect to the inclusion of branches’ turnover for the calculation of
the head office’s deductible percentage means this decision is of continued interest.
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Le Credit Lyonnais
Implications
• FCE (C-210/04) stated that a branch and its head office, in their reciprocal relationship, are deemed to form
a single VAT taxpayer and that no services exchanged between them can fall within the scope of VAT.
• Credit Lyonnais has now specified that the turnover of foreign branches may not be taken into account by a
head office.
• This decision may help to harmonise European practice but will also generate VAT leakage (through the
loss of VAT deduction rights) at the level of head offices incurring costs for the benefit of their foreign
branches.
• UK Tax Authorities have proposed legislative changes, relying on this decision, to apportion UK input VAT
on overheads according to the recovery rate arising from the UK operations only without regard to the
activities in the foreign branches. The changes are potentially distortive in the context of the whole VAT
system and don’t appear to be in line with the CJEU decision.
• Ongoing uncertainty in this area may result in more litigation.
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Credit Lyonnais
Proposed regulations
• Supplies made by overseas establishments are to be excluded from standard
method calculations
• New requirements for all sectorised PESMs – each sector must:
• be part of a business for which separate business accounts are maintained
(to implement Article 173(2)(a) and (b))

• reflect the structure of the business and type of activity undertaken by the
business; and
• not be a sector solely based on geography
• Overseas establishment supplies can then be included in a sector’s calculation
for recoverable input tax
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Credit Lyonnais
Implementation
• Short consultation period ended 8 November 2015
• Rules to come into effect from 1 January 2016
• Existing PESMs not affected; only those approved or directed after this date
• HMRC priorities on existing PESMs will be to review those that do not give a
“fair and reasonable” result
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Credit Lyonnais
What does this mean?
• The standard method no longer permits inclusion of supplies made by overseas
establishments
• New Reg 102 / 103 methods will only be able to include the value of supplies
made from overseas establishments if using a sectorised method
• Methods based on sectors must be split by business activity not geography
(unless this incidentally coincides)

• Separate business accounts will be required to demonstrate how costs are
allocated to and used by those sectors
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Volkswagen Financial Services
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Input tax attribution
Volkswagen Financial Services (UK) Ltd [2015] EWCA 832
Background
• VWFS is part of the Volkswagen Group and supplies asset finance to purchases of VW brand vehicles.
• As part of its retail business VWFS supplies vehicles to customers on hire purchase terms.
• UK VAT legislation treats such HP contracts as two supplies by VWFS: a taxable supply of the vehicle and an exempt
supply of finance.
• VWFS had proposed to UK Tax Authorities a partial exemption special method for calculating its recoverable input VAT
using a ‘transaction count’ method in the retail sector of its business. Each HP contract was treated as one taxable
transaction and one exempt transaction, so residual input tax was apportioned at 50%.
• A dispute arose concerning whether input VAT incurred by VWFS which related to ordinary overhead expenditure should
be attributed to both the taxable supply of the vehicle and the exempt supply of finance.
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Input tax attribution
Volkswagen Financial Services (UK) Ltd [2015] EWCA 832
Court of Appeal decision
• A win for VWFS.
• The inclusion of costs in the price of a particular supply is not in itself a pre-condition to the recovery of input VAT.
• VWFS’ HP business is not only the provision of exempt finance – it also supplies a taxable vehicle and neither supply can
exist without the other.
• The supply of the vehicle is part of VWFS’ relevant economic activity.
• The overheads are general costs of the business and are therefore cost components of all the supplies of the business.
On the facts, the general overheads were used in part for making taxable supplies of vehicles.
• HMRC, having not advanced any alternative method of attribution, were bound by the 50% recovery.
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Input tax attribution
Volkswagen Financial Services (UK) Ltd [2015] EWCA 832
Implications
• Difficult decision for UK Tax Authorities as it directly contradicts their policy in R&C Brief 82/09.
• The decision should allow other taxpayers in the asset finance sector to renegotiate partial exemption methods, if
necessary. There must be some recovery of overhead input VAT associated with the taxable supply of goods under HP
agreements.
• The decision also rejects the notion that it is necessary for taxpayers to be able to trace overhead costs into the price of
specific taxable outputs in order to recover associated input VAT.
• Potentially wide ramifications beyond asset finance as UK Tax Authorities have pursued their ‘cost component of the price’
argument in a number of other areas.
• Further appeal?
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Future Developments
Key Themes
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Future Developments
Key Themes
Skandia
• The ongoing debate on how the
Skandia case should be
implemented gives rise to ongoing
uncertainty for many businesses.

• The scope of some of the
exemptions in the FSI area is
constantly changing due to
developing case law

• The method of treating intercompany
charges for VAT can be an important
driver of recovery for FSI
businesses.

• This presents both risks and
opportunities – and requires
continuous updating of PX methods

Tax Authority Attitudes
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Scope of Exemptions

Partial Exemption
• Insurance – split between premium
and investments
• Banking – net interest calculations

• Credit Lyonnais / VWFS
• Importance of management accounts

Technology

Cross Border Differences

• Tax Authorities across the EU are
reluctant to allow taxpayers to
implement new methods of
calculating recoverable input tax.

• Increasingly sophisticated data
analytics allows taxpayers to identify
inefficiencies more easily, as well as
easing the compliance burden

• Case law developments mean that
there is consistently some difference
between MS on the scope of
exemption.

• Ongoing burden for taxpayers

• Some Tax Authorities are already
using this technology themselves.
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